Small But Perfect!

Even the writing has an irresistibly Italian flavor in this cookbook by Lucinda Scala Quinn, a cohost of Everyday Food and head of the food department of Martha Stewart Living. Quinn presents fifty-two delicious, easy-to-prepare Italian recipes from her Italian-American childhood and her extensive travels throughout Italy. Gorgeous color photos tempt you to cook up everything from appetizers to desserts. Mangia!

My Personal Review:
Its such a pleasure to read a cookbook that gives clear, easy to follow directions, for classic recipes. Even the least adventurous will be inspired to try dishes theyd only heard about from friends, gushing the praises of carefully guarded family recipes. After your first two wonderful successes with Lucindas recipes, youll want, and theyll demand, more, and even more. The ability to try new foods, is the way to embrace life in all its subtle tastes and textures. Do yourself a favor, try this wonderful book, and maybe a little dancing? Enjoy!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Lucindas Rustic Italian Kitchen - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!